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Recategorisation teleology
• Traditional: A part of speech used to turn a clause into the 

subject or object of a sentence, i.e. has the primary function of 
clausal subordination.


• Cartographic syntax (Rizzi/Cinque): It’s a system (a 
configuration of projections), dedicated to the expression of 
Force (clause typing) and Finiteness. 

• Add variations inspired by Cinque’s cartography of the 
clause — complementizers do not only do clause typing, 
they also express mood and modality.


• In this universe of ideas, grammaticalisation proceeds along a 
pathway that ends with the recategorisation of the LI to C.
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C is virtual computational 
necessity

• C, the phasal head, is obligatory in root and 
embedded clauses. Conditions for its non-
occurrence are sharply restricted by head-head 
relations of selection (e.g. when V selects TDEF. 


• Chomsky/Richards 2008: C transfers Tense/
Finiteness, Case and φ features for subjects to 
underspecified T by the Feature Inheritance 
operation. 

• Is grammaticalisation a recategorisation of an LI as C, or just simply 
a new lexicalisation of C? Neither option appears plausible.  

- Recategorisation will entail acquisition of features (particularly NOM). 

- A new lexicalisation analysis will not capture the ‘C comes in several 
flavours’ facts.  
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The message from typology
• Chappell (2008): SAY grammaticalises to:

   5 

 
1. Quotative marker or complementizer; marker of embedded questions 
2. Conditional conjunction 
3.  Reason or purpose conjunction 
4. Causal conjunction 
5. Hearsay marker of evidentiality 
6. Marker used with onomatopoeic words 
7. Comparative marker 
8. Mirative marker 
9. Listing constructions 
10. Topic marker  
11. Clause-final discourse particle expressing self-evident assertions, warnings and echo 

questions (different construction types) 
12. Clause-initial discourse marker for exclamations  

 
The first five of these types of reanalysis are possible in Taiwanese Southern Min and 

other Sinitic languages, including Cantonese and certain colloquial varieties of Mandarin. 
However, the hearsay evidential usage cannot yet be described as fully grammaticalized in Sinitic 
languages. 5  

The topic marker use and discourse marker functions in clause-initial and clause-final 
positions, the last three in the list above, are also found widely employed in Sinitic languages, and 
are functions that have not received adequate attention to date. The remaining uses are, however,  
not revealed in any of the discourse data examined: these are the onomatopoeic, comparative, 
mirative and listing uses, although there appears to be a negative comparative usage in Changsha 
Xiang of ‘to be not like’.6  

In this analysis, we are going to concentrate on just the complementizer pathway, whose 
stages of grammaticalization are first summarized below: 

 
 

SAY  >    quotative function as main verb of principal clause introducing direct or indirect speech  
>    quotative function as V2  in a serial verb construction where V1 = speech act verb    
>    complementizer upon extension of V1 to other verb classes including cognition, perception,   

  emotion and modal 
 

Figure 1: Pathway for the grammaticalization of SAY verbs into complementizers in Sinitic 
languages 

 
                                                 

5  For example, the hearsay evidential use in the Southern Min phrase kóng sì say-be ‘it is said that’, ‘people say’ is also found in 
the conversational data, but, as foreshadowed, I treat it as one of the lexical interpretations of kóng ‘say’.  
6 SAY thus presents a case of polygrammaticalization in Sinitic showing several pathways of grammaticalization, defined by the 
structural position of this verb in the clause and other combinatorial factors. For example, to merely give an informal description: 
when subjectless in the initial position of turn-construction units of conversation, SAY may develop into a topic marker (SAY X > 
‘talking about X, …’ ), a pan- Sinitic use. The segment, ‘2SG SAY’, in clause-initial position may come to serve a rhetorical function 
over time, forming the basis of a new grammatical construction type coding exclamations (2SG SAY + CLAUSE > ‘Would you believe 
+ CLAUSE’; Sin’on Hakka, Nanchang Gan) while at the end of a clause, SAY assumes other kinds of irrealis modal usages, such as 
warnings in Southern Min (CLAUSE + SAY  > ‘I’m telling you, you just try and do VERB’.  In yet other developments, SAY attaches to 
an array of conjunctions to form new compound markers of the conditional, the purposive, concessive and the causal (Southern 
Min, Cantonese, Mandarin, Shanghainese, Jin). These are dealt with in Chappell (in prep., chapter 7). 

No evidence of Case or Tense 
features — mostly modal/
discursive in character

• The complementizer grammaticalisation pathway
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No evidence of Case or 
Tense features — extension 
in categories embedded

• Implicational hierarchy of the distribution of quotative complementizers 

   9 

to an increasingly larger number of matrix verb classes, but also a new grammatical meaning is 
evoked, that of the complementizer, a grammatical form which introduces a second clause, as a 
consequence of desemanticization of its lexical meaning of ‘say’. 

For complementation constructions based on quotatives, studies of both unrelated 
languages and linguistic areas attest to the fact that the number of permissible verb classes in the 
matrix clause expands according to an apparently well-trodden path creating the following 
implicational ordering. In fact, five main stages in the development of full-fledged 
complementizers from quotatives can be discerned on a crosslinguistic basis from recent studies 
on this topic in combination with the present research on Sinitic.11   

 
 
(1) factive verbs in general ⊃ (2) modal verbs  ⊃ (3) stative and emotion verbs ⊃ 
(4) cognition and perception verbs ⊃ (5) speech act verbs 
 

Figure 2: Implicational hierarchy of verb classes co-occurring with quotative  
  complementizers  

 
That is, if a language Y uses its complementizer, C, with modal verbs in the matrix clause, then it 
can be expected to also use it with cognition verbs. Such is the case with the Southern Min C, 
kóng < ‘say’, while Beijing Mandarin uses its C, shuō  < ‘say’, as a complementizer up to the 
stative and emotion verb class.  From this it can be correctly predicted that it also co-occurs with 
the cognition and speech act categories, but not with modals. Cantonese Yue uses its 
complementizer wa6  with a limited number of cognition verbs, from which its co-occurrence 
with the basic group of speech act verbs can similarly be deduced. 

This hierarchy does not necessarily represent a set of discrete stages, nor does it rule out 
the possibility that languages may add on two verb classes simultaneously. However, in this case, 
the verb classes would need to be adjacent. In other words, if a language expands its 
complementizer usage to two verb classes simultaneously, these could be emotion and modal 
verbs but not non-adjacent verb classes such as speech act and modal verbs.12 

  
 Decategorialization 

While expansion of verb classes is taking place and thus generalization of the 
complementation mechanism, each stage in the grammaticalization process may be accompanied 
by morphosyntactic changes which affect the quotative verb-cum-complementizer as it heads 
towards its eventual destination of invariable particle, with the typical characteristics associated 
with an independently-functioning full verb being gradually lost. Depending on the language 

                                                 

11 This continuum, initially established on the basis of a smaller corpus of Sinitic languages in earlier work (Chappell 1997, 
2001b), is strikingly similar to those proposed independently for other language taxa, and thus points to the possibility of universal 
features for this pathway. See, for example, Hock (1982) and Saxena (1995) on Tibeto-Burman, Indo-Iranian and Dravidian 
languages; Klamer (2000) on Malayo-Polynesian languages (Austronesian); Lord (1976) for Ewe (Kwa, Niger-Congo), 
Frajzyngier (1991) for Mupun (Chadic); while for creoles, the  reader is referred to Crowley (1989) on Bislama (English/French 
lexifier) and Plag (1992) on Sranan (English/Dutch lexifier); also see the binding hierarchy presented in Givón (1980) and a similar 
set of stages in the evolution from ‘say’ to complementizer discussed in Heine & Kuteva (2007: Table 6.5, 292, §5.3.2.3). Note that 
attested quotative complementizers appear to be restricted to particular geographical areas, as outlined in §1.2. 
12 Heine (2002: 95-96) raises the problem of potential gaps in implicational scales, observing that it would be wiser to view the 
latter in terms of probabilities. 

Distribution based on verb 
classes, rather than Tense/
Finiteness and/or Case
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The main claims
• The grammaticalisation of SAY-subordinators does not entail a 

recategorisation as C. They are verbs and remain so. 
Grammaticalisation enables them to form complex predicates 
with the categories they occur in construction with.


• The C responsible for Case/Agreement/Finiteness in SAY-
subordination clauses is the Chomsky/Richards C. This C is 
usually not overtly lexicalised. 


• SAY-subordinators do not head phases. 


• Crosslinguistic differences in the behaviour of SAY-subordinators 
arise from different heights of attachment in the clause, caused 
by ‘grammaticalisation’ of the light verb SAY into a Probe.
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The Bangla bole facts
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See Dayal 2018
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Kidwai (2014)
• Bole is not a C, but rather involves ‘complex predicate’ formation. 

This degenerate verba dicendi has not lost its “verbal” features, 
but has just 'grammaticalised' a bit:


• Step 1: the speech verb loses its external argument (Klamer 
2000) and moves one rung up the functional ladder. In 
Grimshaw’s (1991, 2005) terms, the report verb now has the 
value F1 (where it once was F0).

9
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of evidentiality features from v* to V (or root) takes place.  

What exactly is the evidentiality feature? To understand this, I turn to the insights of 

Klamer (2000), who analyses the semantic bleaching of report verbs in terms of a loss of 

argument structure. She conceives of the trajectory of grammaticalization as the 

movement from a lexical entry such as (39) to (40), where (40) is a “lexical impoverished 

element, a generic item REPORT only ─ a category-neutral item without derivational or 

inflectional morphology”: 

(39)           S                     (40)          S 
   ei                      ei 
   SA         SB                      X         SB 
 2      2                   REPORT   2 
 NP   VP     NP   VP                           NP   VP 
 He  REPORT  I    go                           I    go 

In our terms, (40) can be conceived of as verbal LI with an edge-feature (EF) that 

requires that it be merged with a C-phase. By virtue of its impoverishment under 

grammaticalization, all this element retains is its categorical features, and lacks 

uninterpretable inflectional features altogether, and therefore is not a Probe. Háy- 

simply Merges with the complement clause, resulting in the form [CP-háy]. 

Furthermore, as háy- lacks categorical features as well, the resulting category after such 

merge remains a C-headed one, and such CP complements remain active for further 

Agree relations. Then, the difference between the two complements reduces to the fact 

that the matrix v* requires Agree and Internal Merge in the case of háybə, but not for 

háynə. In other words, when a háy-CP is the complement of a factive predicate it must 

raise to the v* edge and be valued as háybə, but when the selecting predicate is 

propositional, the háy-CP merges in the VP domain, and is valued as háynə. 

3.3.3  In the final analysis 

Let us begin by considering where the source of this differential treatment of 

propositional and factive complements may lie. Since Kiparsky and Kiparsky (1970) 

through to Ormazabal (1995), it has been known that this basic distinction in selection 

has deep syntactic consequences. Viewed from a minimalist perspective, the distinction 

quite consistently relates to what we would now construe as both v* and C phase-edge 

phenomena – factive predicates are incompatible with ECM and null complementizers 

(as in [40]) and show weak island effects (as in [41]), while pure propositional 



• The report verb can merge with 
constituents of varying sizes: 
small clauses ((6)), TPs, ((1)), but 
not CPs —in (7), je is not moved 
with the boleP.


• Step 2: SAY-subordinators must 
merge into the main spine of the 
tree because they check 
evidentiality features. 


• The Cinque Hierarchy is realised 
in a fixed hierarchy of F-values. 
(Grimshaw 2000)


• Bole bears an uF for Evid-
INDIRECT, call it uF12, which 
drives merger at Evid-INDIRECT. 
In other words, bole‘s merge site 
is dictated by the uF value it 
bears.

CP

Evid-

DIRECT

Evid-

INDIRECT

vP

Quotes/

Reports

Witness/

Inferential 



• Variation in the attachment heights of SAY-subordinators 
will be sensitive to the F-values of evidentiality heads.


• Meiteilon has two ‘core’ subordinators based on the verb 
SAY (hay), which are held to distribute over the 
propositional/factive distinction (Chelliah 2007, Singh 2000, 
Kidwai 2010), as well as a third class that takes both.
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• This predicts too restricted a distribution of SAY-subordinators.



Balusu (2018a)
• Balusu shows that Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada use SAY-

subordination of the Bangla/Meiteilon type —  SAY-
subordination is found in noun complement clauses, 
manner adverbials, rationale clauses, naming/designation 
clauses, small clauses, non-finite embedding. 


• He argues that the SAY-subordinator cannot be analysed 
as the Dravidian C. He proposes that it is instantiated 
outside the usual left periphery of the clause that it 
subordinates.


• SAY-subordinated XPs are adjoined to the matrix spine at 
various places –vP, IP, CP. 
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In (10), the small clause 
headed by (a)ni is adjoined 
to the matrix VP.

In (11), the quote headed 
by (a)ni is adjoined to TP

In (9), enne/ani embeds finite/
nonfinite TP complement. 
Clausal embedding is 
adjunction to the matrix VP.



• Balusu argues that the SAY-subordinator have their own set of 
projections, which may be unfurled. 
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In (11), the SAY-subordinator inflects 
for aspect. This suggests that the 
complement must be TP.


In (12), it is marked by the relativiser


-aa could be D, though 
(Hima 2017)

(13)



• Balusu’s suggestion that the SAY-subordinator can unfurl 
it’s own projections do not seem to be well supported. In 
(14) for example, it appears that the QC is merged at the 
matrix clause, given the ungrammaticality (for most 
speakers) of (14’):


(14’) * Ravi an+Tee, vaaDu vast-ee neenu veltaanu 
            Ravi  qc+cond, he  come+cond I go 
            ‘As for Ravi, if he comes I will leave'



Upshot
• The Dravidian SAY-subordinators are more live as verbs than 

ever. No evidence of recategorisation at all.


• Balusu’s adjunction analysis is unworkable:


• What are the sites of adjunction? 


• Why are the adjoined phrases not islands for wide scope of 
WH-?


• Sticking with the analysis in Kidwai (2014), allowing uF values to 
vary beyond evidentiality will fix it, but then:


• What about embedded C? What role does it play? Why is it 
(usually) non-overt?


• How does this analysis explain the scopal properties of WH-?
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Multiple Feature Transfer
• Branigan 2016: Cartographies are created 

by MFT from C. (See also Shlonsky 2006, 
Kidwai 2010)


A. A single C may introduce multiple 
interpretable discourse features into 
the derivation (Shlonsky 2006), 
including [tense], [wh], [topic], 
[focus], [subord] and perhaps others.


B. Feature Inheritance can apply 
multiple times, transferring feature 
complexes to successively more 
remote phrasal heads.


• Feature transfer happens only to phrases 
within a phase.
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MFT in SAY-Subordination
• C/v may transfer discourse features to 

under-specified functional heads in the 
domain of the phase they head. (C=modals, 
direct evidentiality, conditional, mirative, 
information structure level, and speech act 
level features; v transfers causal 
conjunctions, markers used with 
onomatopoeic verbs, etc.). These features 
are both interpretable (the features of C that 
are semantically relevant, e.g., T), and 
uninterpretable (the Agree features), i.e. the 
XPs that Internal Merge to their SPECs.  


• A SAY-Subordinator checks its 
uninterpretable uF{12/14/18/20...) features 
to receive a value from the head to which it 
merges.  

[+V-N], F12

 The boy will come

[+V-N], F1, uF12 

XP

bole 

[+V-N], F1

[+V-N], F12

[+V-N], F13

[+V-N], F11

[+V-N], F0



What grammaticalisation is — it’s not 
about lexical meaning! Eckardt 2012

• φnew may come about as φold plus implicatures. φnew may also 
come about by interpretative processes outside the core language 
system, in the extreme case by chance guessing.On the syntactic 
side, the hearer may see the possibility for a different structural 
analysis of the utterance. Both changes can co-occur.


• The hearer hypothesises a second possible syntactic/semantic 
analysis for u. All parts of the utterance need to contribute denotations 
such that the regular semantic composition (possibly along a new 
structural backbone) of these parts yields φnew.


• Most parts of the sentence contribute conservatively in iii., that is 
according to their old lexical entry. Some parts can be attributed a 
new meaning by the interpreter.... Specifically, the hearer will assume 
that some parts should contribute those denotations that are missing 
in order to come to the understood meaning φnew in a compositional 
manner. 



Reanalysis
• Say “yea” <—quote/marker with onamatopoeic words,


• Say that he leaves, will you go? <— conditional, topic, causal conjunction


• They say that there are elephants in Konstanz <— hearsay, self-evident assertions, 


• You don’t say! <— exclamation, mirativity


• ....

The syntax is not the semantics! Minimally, all we can say is that 
SAY-subordinators lose their external arguments (become 
unaccusatives rather than passives), and become Probes. 

Are these meanings grammaticalised?



Scopal properties of WH-
• Bangla: obligatory wide scope of WH- in bole complements

SFU, 18 June 

(1)	 Final Cs and Initial Cs cannot be swopped. 

a. chele-Ta  [or  baba  aS -be  bole] Suneche 
 boy-CF  his  father  come-will  bole  heard 
 ‘The boy heard that his father will come’ 
b. chele-Ta  Suneche  [je  or  baba   aSbe]   
 boy -CF  heard  C  his  father  come-will 
 ‘The boy heard that his father will come’ 
c.  **chele-Ta  [bole or baba aS -be]  Suneche 
d.  **chele-Ta  [or baba aS -be je]   Suneche 

(2)	 FC complements have no nominal correlates under extraposition:

a. **chele-Ta  eTai Suneche  [i or  baba   aS -be  bole]  
     boy-CF  this    heard     his  father  come-will  bole  
 ‘The boy heard that his father will come’ 
b. chele-Ta  eTai Suneche  [i je  or  baba   aSbe]   
 boy -CF  this heard     C  his  father  come-will 
 ‘The boy heard that his father will come’ 

(3)	 Distinct selection: No bole-complements with strong factives:

a. {janlam/ bhablam/ Sunlam/ dekhlam / OSombhob}  [je  Ram 
 knew-I / thought-I/ heard-I/ saw-I /  unlikely    C  Ram   
 kolkata-y  jacche] 
 Calcutta-LOC goes 
 ‘{I knew/thought/heard/saw/it is unlikely} that Ram is going to Calcutta.’ 
b. [Ram  kolkata-y  jacche  bole]   {janlam/ bhablam/ Sunlam/ 
  ram  Calcutta-LOC goes bole  knew-I / thought-I/ heard-I/ 
 *dekhlam / * bujhte parlam/ *bhule gEchi}  
 saw-I     /  realised-I/   forgot-I   
 ‘{I knew/thought/heard/saw/it is unlikely} that Ram is going to Calcutta.’ 

(4)	 ICs are islands for wide scope of WH-, but from FCs, WH- must obligatorily take wide scope:

a. chele-Ta  [ke  aSbe   bole]  bhablo 
 boy-CF   who come-will  bole   thought  
 ‘Who did the boy think will come?’  (obligatory wide scope of ke) 
b. chele-Ta  bhablo  [je  ke aSbe]   
 boy -CF  thought  C  who come-will 
 ‘The boy thought who will come’  (obligatory narrow scope of ke) 
c. chele-Ta  ki bhablo  [je  ke aSbe]   
 boy -CF  what thought  C  who come-will 
 ‘Who has the boy heard will come?’  (wide scope of ke) 
d. **chele-Ta  [ke  aS -be  bole] ki bhablo 
 boy-CF   who come-will  bole what  thought  
 ‘Who did the boy think will come?’   

!1

• Dravidian: both narrow scope and wide scope are possible.

(15)

(16)

(17)



MFT and WH-
• Chomsky proposes that interrogative C can transfer its wh 

feature to T with Feature Inheritance, so that T and its 
specifier match in wh features. David asked who wanted 
dessert? 


• C is deleted, after FI has transferred all the formal features 
originating in C down to T.  T becomes the new, derived 
phase head. (Root C must obligatorily delete).


• Branigan 2016: In a MFT approach, the next highest head 
(be it a discourse/modal head or T), will become the phase 
head. 



Bangla WH-
• Assume separate assembly


• When the complement of a SAY-
subordinator is a finite clause, C is 
present. Bole light verbs take TP 
complements. 


• C transfers its Tense and Case 
features to T, and following 
Chomsky (2013, 2014) deletes. 
However, the boleP, is still active by 
virtue of uF13. It is not a phase, 
being phi-incomplete, so its TP 
complement does not spell out.

UF13



Bangla WH-
• The C in embedded bole 

has no wh- feature. A wh-
phrase inside a bole XP 
cannot therefore get 
narrow scope. 


• After merger to the matrix 
clause, the wh- is in the 
domain of root C. Root C 
transfers its wh-features to 
T, and deletes. Since the 
boleP is not a phase WH- 
EVID can ‘see’ the wh-
phrase embedded in it. 



A puzzle
• Matrix wh- and embedded wh- cannot co-occur when bole is 

involved.

• Transfer of Root C’s features to EVID makes wide scope of 
matrix wh- unavailable 

• Possibly: Wh-movement from the matrix does not entail EVID 
feature matching — for matrix wh- to be licensed, it must match 
both wh- and evidentiality features. The embedded wh- can, 
but the matrix wh- cannot. 

(18)



Telegu (Balusu 2018b)
• In responsive predicates, unmarked wh-clauses can occur 

embedded only with the quotative present, with a matrix 
scope reading.

• Telugu is just like Bangla here. No wh- feature in embedded 
C. The obligatory -ani signals merge in the main clause.

(19)

• Balusu: The Telugu quotative ani does not license 
interrogative complements. It is [-interrog]. 



Kannada
• Narrow scope readings are possible! (True also for 

Malayalam.)

• Balusu: Kannada anta is [±interrog]. 


• Amritavalli (2013), there is a covert interrogative 
complementizer -aa in embedded wh-clauses here. In other 
words, C has a wh- feature that it does not transfer. In cases 
of embedded scope it does not delete.

(20)



Conclusions

• We have shown that an analysis of SAY-subordinators 
that characterises them as light verbs can explain their 
unusual properties.


• The scope properties of embedded WH- arise from the 
properties of C-deletion in conspiracy with the syntactic 
properties of SAY-subordinators.




